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IDENTIFYING AND
ELIMINATING WAIVER
PROBLEMS
Tenants violate leases. Managers enforce leases.
If tenants always paid their rent on time and never caused
problems, owners wouldn’t need management companies
to manage their assets and enforce the rules. Managers
have good intentions, but the reality is that not all lease
violations are enforced, or enforced equally. Unfortunately, non-enforcement of lease violations leads to
waiver scenarios. Non-enforcement of lease violations is
complicated by the transitory nature of the multi-family
industry. Communities are bought and sold, and as a
result management comes and goes. Different owners
and management companies have different rules and
priorities for enforcing rules. In defending lawsuits,
especially evictions, tenants often argue waiver based on
past management either approving a violation, or failing
to enforce the lease. If a community has waived its rights,
costly litigation can result.
Two examples, both with bad potential consequences illustrate waiver problems. Our first example
is about towing enforcement policies. A tenant has a
non-operational vehicle.
The plates are expired
and the vehicle is not
registered. Maintenance marks the car to
be towed. Under the
lease, management can
tow the vehicle. The car
gets towed. All procedures are followed, but
the routine enforcement of a common policy (the towing
of an unlicensed vehicle) turns into a major headache for
the community. As it turns out, the unlicensed car had
been parked in the community’s parking lot for a year.
The community tagged the car multiple times, but the car
was never towed. The onsite team had various discussions
with the tenant. The tenant was in the process of restoring the car and promised to get it licensed. At one point
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THS ADDS ANOTHER
ATTORNEY TO THE FIRM
If you have not yet had the pleasure of meeting
the most recent addition to the THS legal team, now is
your chance to meet and learn about our newest attorney,
Emily Gordon, who joined the Firm in early summer.
Emily received her JD, as well as a Masters Degree in Employment Litigation, from the University of Denver Law
School. She is an established over-achiever who completed her four-year undergraduate college degree in
just two and one-half years
while also participating in
athletics at the highest level
of NCAA competition.
A native Texan
and gifted athlete, she was,
from a very early age, an
active participant in the
Olympic Youth Volleyball
Training program, the
established training path for the US Olympic Volleyball
Team. Emily’s team placed 2nd at the National Junior
Olympics. The University of Kansas awarded her a full
athletic scholarship where she continued to compete and
was a member of the KU team that participated in the
NCAA National Volleyball finals.
Emily completed her final year of college at the
University of Houston where she was a member of the
Volleyball team and the Track team, running hurdles and
the 4x4. As previously noted, she completed her college
degree in less than three years. An impressive accomplishment in itself, but even more so because she did it
while carrying a double major in Criminal Justice and
Psychology. Emily also holds the designated honor of a
being a USA Volleyball All-American.
She has transplanted her Volleyball competitiveness, skills and enthusiasm from Texas to Colorado where
she is the volunteer Technical Skills Coordinator for the
White Tigers, a Junior Olympic Training Program Team
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the parking lot was resurfaced, and the car was towed and
then put back in place. To make matters worse, when the
car was finally towed off the property the tenant informs
management that it was a rare classic car.
The second example is the promise to pay rent,
which is the number one enforced lease clause. Every community has habitual late payers. The first of a
month comes and goes, and the tenant fails to pay rent on
time every month. Rent demands are posted. At some
point, the tenant finally pays, either before being sent
to us, or after being sent to
us. Because an apartment
community is almost always
better off having a late paying
tenant than an empty unit,
many communities work with
habitual late payers. Communities frequently stop working with late payers when the tenant causes some other
problem (e.g. disturbs other tenants), or the onsite management has simply had enough of the late payments. The
towing of the car and the refusal to accept rent when you
have in the past are both examples of potentially legally
binding waivers.
You don’t need to be an attorney to understand
the legal concept of waiver. Most people understand the
concept of waiver because of their own everyday experiences. Everyone has made conscious decisions to pass up
opportunities. When you choose to pass up an opportunity, knowing that the decision is permanent, you have
waived the opportunity. Similarly, the legal definition of
waiver in Colorado is the intentional relinquishment of
a known right. In the legal world, waiver can be based on
conscious decisions similar to everyday non-legal decisions. Waiver doesn’t have to be based on words; waiver
can also be based on conduct. Waiver can be based on
both action and inaction. In landlord tenant world, waiver is frequently based upon failure to enforce lease rights,
or community policies.
If the community has consistently not enforced a
lease provision,
does that mean
the community can never
enforce a lease
provision? No.
However, it does
mean that you now have to put the tenant on notice that
you are going to enforce the provision before you take
enforcement action. You can quickly and easily put the
tenant on notice by sending the tenant a letter regarding the issue. The letter should cite the applicable lease
provision, and clearly state that going forward the lease
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for players age 12-18. Emily is excited to be coaching and
working with this team along with her former Volleyball
Mentor who was the coach of the Australian Olympic Volleyball Team.
Emily’s interest in the legal profession began at an
early age when she had the opportunity to observe the importance of and difference having an advocate on someone’s side can make. And, we are very pleased that Emily
never lost her interest in becoming an attorney, because
our Firm is now the happy beneficiary of her pursuit and
interest in becoming a lawyer. It is a true serendipity for
all of us that she brings her commitment to excellence to
work at the Firm and for our clients.
When she isn’t in court, at the office or coaching
volleyball, Emily loves spending time with her dogs, hiking, doing all things outdoors and snowboarding. Emily
and her significant other, a native Coloradoan and successful petroleum engineer, are both looking forward to
placing a ring on that empty finger in the not-to-distant
future.
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IMPORTANT THS SEPTEMBER DATES
		
September 2nd		
ALL COURTS CLOSED
			
LABOR DAY HOLIDAY
			THS CLOSED			
			
LABOR DAY HOLIDAY
September 3rd		
Basic Fair Housing		
			
THS Lower Conference Center
			
3600 S. Yosemite Street		
			Denver, CO			
			 8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
			
September 17th		
NoCoRHA Tradeshow
			Drake Center
			
802 W. Drake Road
			Fort Collins, CO			
			
8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
September 20th		
North Client Lunch
			Dave & Busters			
			
10667 Westminster Blvd.
			Westminster, CO
			
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
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provision will be enforced.
In the towing example, the community should
have sent the tenant the following letter. “You are and
have been in violation of your lease by having an unlicensed car parked on community property. Pursuant
to your lease, we have the right to tow this car from the
community at your expense. Regardless of what has been
discussed in the past and what action has or has not been
taken, we are putting you on notice that we intend to and
will enforce this provision going forward. As a courtesy
to you, we are giving you seven days to address the issue,
and to otherwise come into compliance with your lease.
If you are not in compliance with your lease at that time,
we will enforce the lease including, but not limited to,
having this car towed from the community property.”
Do you need to be concerned about waiver scenarios if your lease has a no-waiver clause? Yes. Almost
every lease has a nowaiver or “anti-waiver”
clause. The “no-waiver”
or “anti-waiver” clause
reads “no waiver of
any term, provision or
condition of this lease,
or failure to insist upon
strict compliance with the terms of this lease in any one or
more instances shall be a further or continuing waiver of
any such term, provision or condition.” If we have a nowaiver clause, then why do we need to be worried about
waiving our rights? After all, it says right there in the
lease that we can’t waive our rights. The problem is simple. Colorado case law is clear that every lease clause can
be waived, including and especially, a no-waiver clause. A
no-waiver clause is only going go hold up in court if the
conduct establishing the waiver (the failure to enforce the
lease) was a one-time event over a short period of time.
If you have repeatedly failed to enforce a lease clause over
a substantial period of time and there is evidence that
the tenant has come to rely upon that non-enforcement
(waiver), a no-waiver clause isn’t going to hold up because
the court is likely to find that you have waived it.
Failure to be familiar with waiver-related concepts could lead to serious problems. If you’re not familiar with the concept of waiver or don’t know that a nowaiver clause can be waived, you’re likely to ignore critical
history involving a tenant violation. Since inaction in the
past doesn’t factor into the decision making process, the
wrong decision is made based on the lease language alone.
“We have the undisputed right to tow the car, so tow the
car.” The fact that the car was tagged multiple times over
an extended period, but no action was taken, is never
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1.When you send us something relating to a current Situation that we are handling for you, please put the Situation number on your fax
cover sheet or in your
email. This will assist
us in more efficiently
handling and finding
a resolution for your
situation. If you are not
sure about your Situation number, please call us and ask for it, as we are always
happy to provide you with this information.

2. Whenever you have a Situation or anything else that
you would like an attorney to review, you can send it
directly to our Situations Department, at situations@
thslawfirm.com or fax it to 303.872.1885. By doing so,
it will expedite getting the information to an attorney
sooner rather than later.

3. REMEMBER ---ALWAYS send a fax cover sheet with
every fax that you send to us. Your fax cover sheet should
include your name, company name, property name, your
phone number, and all other pertinent information that
is related to your fax. Please include specific instructions
regarding what action you are requesting in your fax; file
your case, review your case, post a demand, etc.
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considered. If a court finds that you waived your rights
and that the tenant relied on your inaction, you are now
legally exposed. The routine towing of a car now turns
into an expensive lawsuit, and a possible large damage
verdict. Similarly, if you accept rent month after month
well into the month or the court process, and then suddenly refuse to allow a tenant to pay, the tenant can argue
that you waived your rights and have to accept the rent. A
winning routine eviction over non-payment turns into a
loss.
Almost every community has waiver problems.
Fortunately, waiver problems can be identified and
eliminated by asking the right questions. How long has
the resident lived there? How long has the problem been
going on? Has the same onsite management team been in
place for the entire duration of the problem? Is there any
downside to cleaning the slate, and starting with a fresh
record? If lease enforcement action is commenced, could
the tenant argue waiver? A long tenancy combined with
a problem that has been going on for a long time is a red
flag that you have a potential waiver issue.
When you take over a property and become aware
of an ongoing non-compliance issue, you should carefully
evaluate whether a waiver problem exists. Specifically,
do you need a member of the former onsite management
team to testify? If you do need testimony from former
management, the case may be doomed from the start.
Without the former management testifying, the tenant is
likely to defend based on waiver.
The tenant will testify that the community approved the violation, or knew about it and did nothing.
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Anytime management changes and the former management either won’t testify or isn’t around to testify, the
community is vulnerable to “the former management said
it was OK” argument. Because waiver results from lack of
enforcement to minor issues over long periods of time,
usually there should be no urgency to take immediate
enforcement action until you have eliminated the tenant’s
waiver argument.
Thus, if you have
waiver problem,
you should always
take the small
amount of extra
time to put the
tenant on proper
notice that continued violations will not be tolerated.
Waiver issues are common. Onsite teams should
be trained to identify waiver problems, and know how
to reset the stage to eliminate them. When taking over
a community, the onsite team needs to be particularly
conscious of potential waiver issues, and avoid the “there’s
a new sheriff in town” mentality. Instead of automatically
concluding the file documentation is sufficient to enforce
the lease, the new onsite team should ask key questions.
Has inaction resulted in a waiver problem? Can the
tenant argue that the former management approved the
violation? Is it more prudent to put the tenant on notice
that going forward the lease will be enforced? Finally,
onsite mangers need to know that they can’t rely on a nowaiver clause to carry the day in court if the problem has
been ignored for a substantial amount of time.
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